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The Young Realists

TOO MANY PEOPLE SEEM TO FEEL THAT BECAUSE VIVISECTION IS SO WIDESPREAD IT MUST BE RIGHT. NOT SO THESE HUNTER COLLEGE STUDENTS

By Owen B. Hunt

THE A-V MAGAZINE

MAY, 1973

A SURE SIGN of the forward march of anti-vivisection forces is their appearance among students in the colleges and universities. In most cases they are represented by individuals who, in the true scientific spirit, have brought the scientific method to bear on the scientists themselves, and have found them wanting. We are hearing more and more from students like this, and we are glad to answer their questions and give them our literature.

It is refreshing to note the interest and the vigor with which they probe into the purposes, practices and results of the vivisectionists. They are sometimes surprised by the extent to which money motivates research; they are appalled at the unjustified repetitiveness of identical experiments; at the cruelty which they find morally indefensible; and finally at the meager results compared to the colossal expenditure of money, time and animal lives. And these students are becoming convinced that there are other methods of research that would result in deeper insights into the causes and cures of disease.

Such individual opinions individually arrived at on a subject as controversial as vivisection — where all the cards of the media and the establishment are stacked against them — reveal a heartening independence of thought. After all, they are challenging the propaganda and the power of a vast bureaucracy that has established animal sacrifice as a sacrament of science and canonized its practitioners.

The mind that separates itself from what is gradually being recognized as an unsatisfactory archetype of research — the mind that removes itself at a sufficient distance to perceive what is actually going on — must be reckoned with; but when the number of such minds multiply in the colleges and merge into an organization, then we have the beginnings of formidable opposition.

And that is precisely what is happening.

Some months ago a number of students from Hunter College visited our offices to inquire into the varied aspects of vivisection. Their queries were well thought out, devoid of superficial sentimentality, concerned with facts. We shared our experience and observations with these alert young people, and privately wondered just what they would do with the considerable amount of material they were assembling.

This morning the mails brought the answer.

That answer was a 14-page Newsletter of the Animal Protection League of Hunter College. The students, after months of investigation, were now fully launched as an organization within the college — an organization opposed to vivisection and to all other forms of depredation and cruelty to animals in or out of their natural environment. Written with brisk clarity, pulling no punches, rich in facts, broad in scope, it was proof of the thoroughness with which their own research had been done. It offered, among other things, testimony against vivisection which had been brought before sub-committees of Congress, a classic example of which was the following excerpt from an address by Representative Jerome Waldie:

"Many of the experiments are conducted without anesthetics. This is particularly true of the neurological ones where it is important that a pain reaction be observed. A series of such horrible experiments was written up recently by a Dr. Crile, who took a hundred healthy dogs,
late and graduate students in biology and psychology courses who, on any grounds, prefer not to participate in dissection, in vivisection, or in animal experimentation which is in any way objectionable to them, be assigned alternative exercise at no penalty to their grade. We further request that course curricula be planned and laboratory manuals be prepared with alternatives, and that students be clearly advised, as a matter of departmental policy, that they may, at no penalty, opt for the experiment which does not involve animals."

We applaud the work of these young realists and look forward to its extension. Too many people seem to feel that because vivisection is so widespread, it must be right. This is a trap in which it is easy to fall, but one which the Hunter College students not only evaded but used to trap the trappers. Realism is not the exclusive property of any one group, after all.

Owen R. Hunt, editor and publisher of the "Anti-Vivisectionist Magazine" is an excellent example of the type of the Second Ray humanitarian, whose feelings of universal love overflow to one of the lower Kingdoms of Nature, the Animal Kingdom. And he shows the practical aspect of the Second Ray as the reformer, trying to awaken Americans to the horrors of laboratory research on animal victims.

It has been a rather hopeless struggle over the years because his audience, his generation, has been largely made up of Sixth Ray types whose consciousness is focussed mostly in the solar plexus gut. Alice Bailey's guru characterises them thus: "sixth ray people are the reactionaries, the conservatives, the die-hards and the fanatics, who hold on to all that is past and whose influence is potent to hinder the progress of humanity into the new age. Their name is legion."

Obviously, the "young realists" of Hunter College who formed the Animal Protective League are of an entirely different breed than their indifferent parents. These college kids are good examples of Seventh Ray souls, or of old souls responsive to the incoming Seventh Ray influence of synthesis, cooperation and brotherhood -- Brotherhood with ALL life! As Guru D.K. says: "those who with understanding and clear vision, bring order out of the present chaos... the idealistic but practical thinkers, influenced by the pattern of things to come and the world disciples, impressed by the plans and under the instruction of the Hierarchy which is directing and controlling all."

It is apparent that today's leadership, and the older generation that blindly supports it, is incapable of solving our problems. We'll have to look to the Creator to bring in millions of quite different types of humans, with a different set of morals and ethics, before there can be any real expectation of constructive change.
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WATERGATE IS ARMAGEDDON

CQC by the Editor

One of the more prominent of the millions hypnotized by the Nixon mystique is Stewart "Gung Ho" Alsop. Down through the years of the Vietnam war he has been all-out for the killing of them there slant-eyed Gooks. They probably aint human anyhow! In all that time this Washington journalist never suspected that the same tactics -- only in a more sophisticated way -- were being used on the people of the United States and for the same reason, total subjugation. Now, Alsop is coming out of his self-imposed hypnotic trance and, like a revelation from on high, he realizes that Watergate is war, not just politics! From his "Newsweek" column of May 14, 1973:

"The Watergate scandal, it is clear by now, is different, truly different, different in kind -- from all the scandals that have preceded it in American history. It is this difference that makes Watergate so frightening.

"All those other scandals -- Credit Mobilier, the Whisky Ring, Teapot Dome (Harding), Sherman Adams and his vicuna coat (Eisenhower), Bobby Baker and his wheeling and dealing (Johnson) -- were motivated by greed, an emotion effortlessly understood by almost all of us. But although the Nixon campaign was awash with hundred-dollar bills, none of the Watergate men seems to have stuffed large quantities into his pockets. They seem to have been motivated by more complex emotions -- by a certain self-righteousness, by fear, by a special kind of political-ideological hatred."

Yeah, the same kind of right-wing ideological hatred which sustained Hitler and Mussolini in their dictatorships.

"As a result, the people who were running the President's election campaign were not really running the kind of campaign this country has known since the party system was founded. They were not practicing politics. They were making war, a special kind of war. The kind of war they were making has been made between nations for a long time now, and it is still being made. But this special kind of war has not before been made within a nation, certainly not within this nation.

IT TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE!

"The spiritual ancestor of the Committee to Re-Elect the President, better known as CREEP, is OSS. Gen. William Donovan's Office of Strategic Services, in which this writer served for awhile, was this country's first serious attempt to wage war by covert and un-
conventional means. OSS was patterned on the British Services, and the Central Intelligence Agency has been patterned on OSS. In fact, all the world's secret services, including Russia's KGB, have four main missions. In OSS they were called S.I. (Secret Intelligence), M.O. (Morale Operations), S.C. (Secret Operations) and X-2 (Black propaganda -- in the KGB it is called 'Department of Disinformation'). These branches overlapped and competed bitterly, of course. But in general all OSS covert operations fitted into one category or another.

"So did CREEP's covert operations. The ludicrously bungled Watergate break-in itself, for example, was a classic combined operation between S.I. and S.O. The letter to The Manchester Union Leader during the New Hampshire campaign accusing Senator Edmund Muskie of sneering at 'Canucks' was a classic X-2 operation. So was the faked telegram from President John Kennedy to the Saigon mission, calling, in effect, for the assassination of Diem.

"The burglarization of the office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist was essentially an S.I. operation, as was the much earlier attempted burglarization of the office of the doctor who was treating John Kennedy for Addison's disease. If either had been successful, it would no doubt have been used as part of a major morale operation.

CHARACTER ASSASSINATION OF McGOVERN

"The operation in which CREEP arranged to flood the White House with telegrams supporting the President's Vietnamese policy was of course a morale operation. . . Another morale operation was that in which homosexuals were allegedly hired to give ostentatious support to Senator McGovern.

"The basic mission of Donald H. Segretti, whose services were generously rewarded by Mr. Nixon's private lawyer, Herbert W. Kalmbach, was to head an intelligence network (and) was clearly also expected to do some morale operations work. . .

"In all secret services, it has to be assumed that any captured agent can in time be broken. But there were few -- a very few -- captured OSS agents who remained unbreakable, and they were regarded as true heroes. In the case of (Nixon's) CREEP, the stubbornly silent G. Gordon Liddy seems to the only operative to fall into this category. . . In wartime Liddy would have been festooned with decorations rather than slapped into jail. As so often in wartime, his stubborn silence did no good. As the pressure mounted, other members of (CREEP) cracked -- James McCord, Jeb Stuart Magruder, John Dean III. . .

"... Watergate is a deadly serious business all the same, as deadly and as serious as this reporter has seen in a quarter century of covering politics. For Watergate has been an attempt to alter the very nature of the ancient American political system.
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DICTATORSHIP, A TERRIFYING INNOVATION

"Politicians have played tricks on each other since politics was invented. But this is not politics; this is war.

"The special form of warfare waged by OSS against Adolf Hitler was morally justified by the moral necessity to destroy Nazism. The more limited and circumspect form of warfare waged by the CIA against the KGB, and vice versa, is also justified by hard necessity. But to transfer such techniques, on an obviously planned and organized basis, to the internal American political process is a genuinely terrifying innovation.

"Any person proven to have used these techniques should not only be punished by law; he should be banned forever from participation in American politics. Every sensible American -- including, as he has said in a fine speech, George McGovern -- deeply hopes that Richard M. Nixon is not such a person. But if the Niagara of evidence, which will surely now result from the breaking of CREEP, conclusively proves the contrary, Mr. Nixon, who has been a good President in many ways, must resign, or be impeached."

SHOOT-OUT AT THE OVAL OFFICE CORRAL

Notably absent from Stewart Alsop's column is any reference to the lethal power conflict between Nixon and Hoover. In its way this is as revealing of Presidential character as Watergate, and Nixon won, of course; for J.Edgar Hoover is dead, real dead.

According to "Time" magazine for the week of May 7th, Nixon became furious over news leaks to the press as early as 1969 in his first administration and asked Hoover to have his FBI set up spying and bugging operations so the leaks could be discovered and plugged. "Time" said Hoover was wary of this illegal business and refused to have it done until it was authorized fully by Attorney General John "Law-and-Order" Mitchell. Bugs or taps were placed on the phone lines of several New York reporters, certain White House aids and others. One of these was Dr. Morton Halperin, liberal holdover from the Johnson days and on the staff of Henry Kissinger. As it later became revealed during the Ellsberg trial in Los Angeles, Nixon hoped to pick up some political ammunition in 1969 and 1970 which would be useful in shooting down Democratic presidential hopes in the 1972 race.

The phone bugs themselves produced little useful evidence against anyone -- except the President; and this put him in Hoover's power -- or so the late FBI director thought. In over 40 years in power in Washington, J. Edgar finally met his match in ruthlessness; and our worthy President had the advantage of position.

"As Hoover became more irrascible and seemed a political liability to the Administration, the Justice Department moved tentatively to pressure him out of office." Nixon had not only dared to
think the unthinkable about Hoover's retirement, he had acted upon it. In retaliation the FBI director struck back by threatening to expose those illegal phone taps to the press. He was angry, but in 1971 his anger turned into a towering rage when he discovered that the records of the illegal spying and phone taps had disappeared from his office!

This was a signal from the White House, loud and clear, but Hoover didn't read it that way. Instead he moved heaven and earth trying to discover who did the "bag job" on his private office. It was probably an inside job, done by a subordinate who was offered better job security elsewhere in the Administration. He even asked Assistant Attorney General Robert C. Mardian who might have done it. "Time" says Mardian replied, "Ask the President. Or ask Mitchell."

Then the Pentagon Papers stories broke into the news. With the standoff between the White House and the FBI, the President and his aides had no alternative but to set up their own spying operation. Then, just a year ago this month, May 2nd to be exact, sudden death brought Hoover's career to an end. Nixon's phenomenal political magic was still working in his favor.

"WATERGATE WILL BE THE CATALYST"

Los Angeles "Times", May 11, 1973: "Jeane Dixon the prophet who predicted a wiretapping scandal in the Richard Nixon administration in 1966 and repeated her prediction in 1968, said Wednesday at the Beverly Hilton that 'Watergate may not help the President's public image now, but it will later... Watergate will put Nixon in a position to right a great wrong for the United States... This will come to pass... I feel that President Nixon will unite us as we have not been united for a long time, and strange as it seems, Watergate will be the catalyst..."

Missing from this report of Jeane Dixon's latest prophecies was a repetition of the one she made during the last Presidential campaign, that Nixon would win but that he wouldn't finish out his second term in office. If it was repeated in her talk to the Catholic "Mary and Joseph League" at the Beverly Hilton, "Times" reporter Mary Lou Loper -- or her editors -- thought it inappropriate to repeat in print at this time.

Mrs. Dixon also said that Watergate would be a turning point. With that prophecy I believe we can all agree. We are all waking up to widespread corruption in high places, where it was never before suspected. Republicans and Democrats will be united as never before in their desire to get rid of it! Thank you, Mr. President!
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AN ECUMENICAL MARRIAGE FOR AN ASSOCIATE

By Adele Darrah Fahey

My membership-subscription in BSRA was under my former name. Now I am Adele Fahey. I married James Fahey in July 1970 in Mettupatti, India. Jim is the man who wrote the best-seller book "Pacific War Diary". He used all the royalties from his book to build a beautiful church in South India.

It's a wonderful story and has been written up in newspapers and articles all over the world. Jeane Dixon predicted our marriage. Our wedding was the wedding of all weddings! Over 100,000 people helped us celebrate. The Indian people were delighted that we traveled 12,000 miles to be married in that church which Jim had built. It is really a cathedral of blue granite and holds over 2500 people.

Our wedding was ecumenical, with people of all creeds and castes present. Father E.S. Michael, an Indian priest who is pastor, told the Associated Press, "What we have tried to preach from our pulpits, what diplomats have tried to achieve, this couple has succeeded in doing -- bringing the people together in the brotherhood of man and the Fatherhood of God."

Before we went to India and knowing about the shortage of water in Mettupatti, we wrote to the late Verne Cameron, who is well known to you as a Water Dowser, and asked him if he could locate water for Father Michael and his people. Mr. Cameron was willing to do this if only his travel expenses could be met; otherwise, he would do it without charge; and while over there he would find water for other locations where the situation was so desperate. We were grateful to Mr. Cameron but could find no way to get his travel expenses paid.

While there in Mettupatti, we saw and experienced for ourselves the lack of water. Therefore on Saturday, Feb. 13, 1971, when John Shelley visited us here in Westford, Mass., we naturally thought of the water situation in India. John Shelley is the President of the American Dowsers Association.

Nine years ago John had no idea he could dowse and would become famous as a dowser, but this ability grew with his strengthening belief and practice. We asked John if he could locate water in India for Father Michael; so he used his small plastic divining rods over a rough sketch of the church which is shaped like a T. He told us exactly where water was running, giving us not only the location but the three levels with the amount of water running at each level. We were delighted and after some days delay sent this information off to Father Michael.
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While our letter was on route, we received a letter from Father Michael say that he had called in an Indian water diviner, who did locate water near the church at a certain spot. Apparently his water diviner had worked at about the same day as had John Shelley. The wonderful part is that both men had found water in the same location! This is a record. It also speaks well for future wells elsewhere as well as the one in Mettupatti.

John Shelley showed us many devices he had, used by people all over the world since ancient times to devine for water, oil, minerals, etc. John also has Verne Cameron's Aurameter, which he demonstrated. It's great! But, john emphasized that an important factor in one's ability in dowsing is the belief that it is possible -- also that one had to ask specifically for what one is seeking.

Thus inspired, Jim and I joined the American Dowsers Association to learn all we can and to develop the ability of dowsing ourselves -- and perhaps other psychic talents. For John Shelley, in the perfecting of his dowsing skill, has become clairvoyant and also excellent in psychometry.

To go back to India a bit, where we were married in South India the ancient language of Tamil is spoken. The people are unspoiled and unsophisticated and accept quite naturally such things as divining. People there can read the history of an individual in his thumbprint. Some say that if people stare at you with envy and jealousy in their eyes, you can become sick. And the Hindu families have their own astrologers who chart the life of their newborn babies as well as choose a name for them. Then, when couples become engaged, the astrologer is called to determine if the two are suitable for each other. Divorces are almost unknown in India! In fact, astrologers are used in all important decisions and events. The climate of acceptance must have some effect since even my own feeble attempts at palm reading proved quite successful.

You will be interested to know that we plan to return to India with Jeane Dixon to dedicate our church in Mettupatti to President John Kennedy and Senator Robert Kennedy. Jeane Dixon will give the dedication speech -- and the people are eagerly waiting.

* * *

"The day of the heart transplant is over," says Dr. Michael DeBakey who performed 12 transplant operations, Baylor Medical School, Houston. "The transplant technique wasn't very successful. Only one of my transplant patients is alive after five years after surgery. It's a very low yield, and great progress has been made in other heart operations. The over-all success rate for cardiovascular surgery is 95%, and for some types of heart surgery the fatality rate is only 2.5% . . . "

The National Tattler
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Religious and Scientific Pairs of Terms.

That emotional states affect the heart-beat is everyday knowledge. An unexpected confirmation of this on plant life has been found in Cleve Backster's discovery that plants respond both to traumatic experiences to themselves, and also to expressions of like or dislike directed at them by humans. Backster measured these reactions by polygraph. For further information address Backster Associates, Inc., 165 West 46th St., N. Y. 10036. See also "The Power of Prayer on Plants", by Rev. Franklin Loehr, New American Library, Signet P3766. So much for Action-Reaction.

Justice, "the measure ye mete shall be measured to you again", "whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap", Matthew 7:2; Galatians 6:7, applies in human affairs, although the time lag may be long. Roger Babson, the financial writer, showed that it applies to economic matters. We are slowly learning that pollution, inseparable from the supply of adequate water and power, is dangerous to human life. The importation of slaves led to the Civil War and our present racial problems. Some far-out thinkers believe that Man's mental and spiritual attitudes influence the weather. According to reincarnationists, the balance may even be delayed to a subsequent life-time--so much of good as has not been rewarded, or evil punished, in the present life, will be balanced off in the next, and they take this as the answer to the Psalmist's plaint of "the wicked in great power and spreading himself like a green bay tree." Ps. 37:35.

As Religion tells us that the Divine Grace, which we cannot completely understand, will temper our rewards to what is good for us, or our pains to what we can bear, so does the Principle of Uncertainty tell us, "It is impossible to determine accurately both the position and the direction and speed of a particle at the same instant." The emphasis is the author's, W. Heisenberg, the great German physicist, p. 30, "Nuclear Physics", Philosophical Library, N.Y., 1955. The Principle is important in the fantastic world of nuclear physics and higher mathematics, which yield such practical results as Lasar and TV, although not applicable to ordinary mechanics.

For a crude illustration, the speed and direction of a bullet cannot be measured by shooting through two successive screens; the first slows and deflects it so that the ascertained speed between the screens is less than before the first, and the same action takes place at the second, so that the path before hitting cannot be found by projecting back through the second and first holes, because each has introduced a factor of error. The bullet's position at its hit on either screen is ascertainable, but there must be two holes to determine both position and speed.

The course of human affairs encounters many deflecting "screens", so that neither individuals nor mass movements follow original intents—few people attain their youthful hopes; few movements remain true to the ideals of their founders.

Freewill is limited by circumstances. If circumstances necessitate a trip from New York to San Francisco there may be a choice of routes. Freewill seems totally lacking, for example, in birth defects, but even here a strong will and a cheerful acceptance can help—consider Helen Keller, by her powerful will able to
Religious and Scientific Pairs of Terms.

accept the devoted guidance of Miss Sullivan, and so lead a full and useful life. But a Mongolian idiot would be a case totally devoid of free will.

In Religion, St. Paul, that man of strong purpose, recognized curbs upon free will: "The good that I would, that I do not, but the evil which I would not, that I do." Romans 9:19.

Looking again at Justice and at Grace, although moral obligations must be paid "to the uttermost farthing" (Matthew 5:26), forgiving Grace tempers the terms and conditions of the payments; for example, by installments, or by providing opportunities to work off the debt. But fairness to the creditor requires ultimate payment. Nor are the obligations all one way—the person may have a credit balance, but it will not be paid faster than he can use it—he will not be spoiled by too sudden prosperity. Oriental religions call this Karma.

On the Scientific side some thinkers perceive a curious sort of emerging Free-will in that Fourth Kingdom (the mechanistic, now added to the mineral, vegetable, and animal) whose god is Infallible Technology, with altars, called Computers, served by a sacerdotal order of Programmers. This emerging Deity is beginning to play tricks on humans; beyond those attributable to simple inattention or unskillfulness, there is an Uncertainty Principle such that not all machines made on the same assembly line are equally good, nor are all batches of material made under supposedly identical conditions exactly alike.

And as operations become more elaborate the whole becomes so much greater than the sum of its parts that Infallible Technology (whose other name is Efficiency) can play tricks on humans, such as the Great Blackout of November 1965, and the tragic deaths on January 27, 1967 of three American astronauts and more recently of three Russians.

Things of this sort, as well as pollution and slums (we eradicate them in one place and they pop up in another) so Man as still in the stage of the Sorcerer's Apprentice, evoking Powers he cannot control. We must press forward; it would be impossible to revert to a rural handicraft economy, and wrong to try; forward, not worshipping Technology but keeping it in its rightful place as a marvellous servant ("the earth cannot endure a servant when he reigneth"—Proverbs 30:22). We must in all areas of life—social, financial, technical—"seek first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness", and then all good things in every field will be given us without drawbacks, "for the Father knoweth ye have need of these things"; Matthew 6:32-33.
ENCOURAGING RESULTS WITH BORDERLAND GADGETS

By Associate James Vick

I am especially interested in unusual therapeutic methods and devices, such as the m.W.O., Eeman Screens, Vitic Device, etc. Below are a number of experiments that I have performed. They are offered for whatever they may be worth to other members who like to experiment along such lines:

1) About 15 years ago, I first learned about the cone and pyramid experiments from Rev. Verne Cameron. I constructed a cone from galvanized iron about two feet in diameter, which I then hung on my wall. A binding post was fastened to the apex, and a length of insulated copper wire was secured to it, and the other end was fastened to an aluminum plate placed on the floor in front of my chair. After placing my feet on the above plate for a length of time, I felt that the cone did give off some form of free energy that apparently had a rejuvenating effect—especially after a hard day's work.

I then tried another experiment with this cone. The lower end of the wire was removed from the aluminum plate and fastened to a metal rod (such as aluminum or stainless steel). This was immersed in a glass of drinking water and allowed to stand for several hours or overnight. By drinking this charged water, it gave me an energy...
lift that lasted for many hours.

By placing a pyramid made either from metal or cardboard on my head in the form of a hat, I could feel a definite sensation after a period of time.

If some enterprising inventor could find a way to transform this free energy into electricity or other useful power, the Vested Interests would receive a severe jolt!

(2) I built a M.W.O. from your plans, and use it from time to time. It does seem to have a beneficial effect on my body. I also tried a number of experiments in connection with it. Before turning on the device, I placed a Lakhovsky Circuit (the single bands of wire which are placed around various parts of the body) around my head and kept it in place for about five minutes. The effect was very pronounced. Simple headaches or other tensions would go away, and a calming effect was obtained. It seems that when the Lakhovsky circuit is used on any part of the body while the M.W.O. is turned on, the effect is more pronounced in that particular area.

(3) I also built the Mesmer-type Vitic Device, using two powerful Alnico magnets. This machine provided a source of energy that lasted for many hours. However, I found that this energy could be multiplied many times, by drinking D-Cell water a short time before using the Vitic machine. (Several years ago, I purchased a number of D-Cells from Hilary Dorey, and would drink a glass of water twice a day from a jar in which one of these Cells had been immersed). Care should be taken, however, when performing the above experiment, because it has a powerful effect upon the nerves. It is best to use May-June 1973 RR, Page 12
the Vitic device only a few seconds at first, to test your reactions.

(4) Some time ago, while working in my shop, I suddenly had an inspiration to try an experiment. On the workbench was a condenser salvaged from an electronic device. This condenser was an ordinary aluminum foil type, rated at 8 M.F.D., 300 volts V.D.C. It was sealed in a metal can, and had two binding posts. I fastened a length of insulated copper wire to each post, removed about an inch of insulation from the opposite ends, and held one end in each hand for about ten or fifteen minutes. I experienced an influx of energy similar to that received from the cone or Vitic device. It is my theory that the condenser acts as a battery to collect some form of unknown energy from the space around us.

(5) Several years ago, I had a distressing pain in my right shoulder that the family Doctor diagnosed as bursitis. He gave me a shot of Cortisone in the joint and some tablets to take. This treatment helped for about two months; then the same old misery returned again. Then I remembered reading that some people who had bursitis or arthritis were benefitted by using copper bands around their wrists or ankles. I fashioned two bracelets from a sheet of copper and wore them around my wrists. In a few days the old misery left me. In fact, the results were much better than the Doctor's medicine. I still keep these bands beside my bed and wear them at night.

In the above experiments, I have only described my reactions. Since no two people are alike, varying results can be expected. It is natural to suppose that individuals who are sensitive and nervous, will have stronger reactions than those who are healthy and robust.
AHRIMANIC POWERS HAVE PENETRATED WASHINGTON

By Trevor James

Bruce Cathie's latest book, "Harmonio 695" is a good contribution to Ufology, but one cannot help feeling the gravest concern for the author's safety. His strong, natural orientation toward truth, light and justice is his only protection in view of his structural aversion to things occult - wherein lie the answers. An occult teacher could convey to him that the whole of physical creation is "gridded", and that this extends right down to the binding of one element to another to form compounds.

Captain Cathie is unfortunately surrounded by Ahrimanic operatives and controUed people employed at U.S. bases and other U.S. activities in New Zealand, used for UFO surveillance and contact. That these facilities contact the boys from downstairs - the Ahrimanic powers - cannot be doubted, and nor can it be doubted that the American people and the American military are being hoodwinked and completely penetrated by these nether forces.

One of Cathie's informants tells him that the operators of the facilities are "not concerned with moral issues", which brought back to me Ashtar's description of these degenerate nether forces in my own telepathic experiments in the 1950's, which were conducted under general supervision of the late Dr. Franklin Thomas, an Adept of the right hand path. (Quoth Ashtar: "They are without morals and without mercy."). Perhaps all investigators of UFO's ought to re-read "They-Live in the Sky" before assuming that all who have mastery of natural law and scientific expertise beyond our own are "helping humanity". No assumption could be more naïve.

The duplicity of the U.S. Government is continually increasing, and in such a way as to corrupt the Life-positive and revivifying purpose that America was intended to serve in the life of mankind. A huge hue and cry is put up, for example, about air pollution and the need for its reduction. Laws are passed to that end. On the other hand, the U.S. military and other departments of government hurl and dump unbelievable
Quantities of silver and lead iodide, salt, cement dust, carbon dioxide and other chemical agents into the atmosphere of the earth in a pathological effort to control the weather. Some idea of this concealed and wholly duplicitous misuse of technology may be gained from a current $95 million lawsuit brought against the U.S. Government by Bernard Power, Montreal meteorologist whose inventions have been used and manufactured in secret by the Defense Department. Power's "Weathercord" device is a three pound canister containing silver iodide for dropping into clouds, ostensibly to produce rain. Power alleges in his suit that the U.S. never paid royalties on his inventions. Number involved at $50 per throw: Approximately 1,900,000 canisters.

Allow just one pound of silver iodide per canister, and you come up with 900 tons of silver iodide, and anyone who thinks that this isn't the biggest new bonanza for the chemical trust just cannot count.

The efforts of the U.S. military to extend monsoonal rains over Vietnam by iodide bombing, were conducted, of course and as usual, without any consciousness whatever of the primary energy continuum that is disturbed by this chemical. One is dealing with the chemical ether, widely known now as the orgone energy of Wilhelm Reich, and it rules all the waters of the earth. Not by any natural mischance or natural catastrophe did the Philippines, this past summer, suffer rains that so nearly ruined the Republic as to make war itself seem negligible by comparison. As Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos said: "The rains did more damage to the Philippines than was sustained through World War II."

While the uncomprehending iodide bombers were seeking visible effects at the point of drop, the chemical ether was delivering the goods elsewhere - in Luzon, for example, where a staggering 134 inches of rain came down in a devastating ten days period in July. Similar colossal falls were experienced in Korea, where flood waters in downtown Seoul left their marks at the second story level. New Zealand's West Coast was hammered by unprecedented rains. Southern England was flooded. Precipitation records all over the world have been broken. Substantial areas of the U.S. became disaster areas amid what should have been the best harvest in years - because the ground was too wet to support harvesting machinery. Northern California, as this is written, is having its wettest season since 1890 and even that will probably be eclipsed.

Being ignorant of the presence of any kind of energy continuum, this planet's population of scientific lunatics is able to say with aplomb that iodide bombing in the Orient cannot produce rainfall in the U.S. Middle West. The evidence can be ignored because there is no knowledge in the heads of the scientists upon which it can be hung.
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This example of present-day mechanistic science cutting across basic etheric functions in a destructive and completely uncomprehending fashion, is quoted to emphasize that alleged contacts between American scientists and alleged spacemen are not what they are being made to seem, either by Captain Cathie or by others. These alleged contacts have thus far produced not one single life-positive impulse, such as a warning from the alleged spacemen as to the consequences of continually creating a chemicalized disturbance in the sound ether - controller of all water. On the contrary, destructive activity is everywhere being amplified. Human detriment is the cause being served. The subversion of human life appears as the ultimate consequence - the goal of the Ahrimanic powers.

The spectacle that Captain Cathie's book presents of scientific personnel and technicians creeping around in a half-world of sub rosa contacts with spacemen, and allegedly getting advanced technical information from them, is wholly in accord with Ahrimanic modes of operation. The sine qua non of success for the Ahrimanic powers is to deal with people who don't know fish from steak in an occult sense, and then mislead them.

"Harmonic 695" shows how far this process has gone, and it is Captain Cathie's lack of knowledge of the occult background to UFO's - that makes his book all the more valuable. There is no overlay of bias of any kind. But he may rest assured that those upon whose toes he is treading - seen and unseen - would like nothing better than to do him in. Men have been pushed off the earth in Ufology for much less than Captain Cathie has done, and he must be accounted a very brave man.

* * *

FREE HEROIN URGED TO REDUCE CRIME

San Francisco (UPI) 4/6/63 - "A San Francisco Superior judge urged that heroin be dispensed to registered addicts from government centers to free the rest of society from 'the horrendously hideous effects' of narcotics. Judge Francis McCarty said large-scale heroin maintenance would eliminate vast profits in illicit drug trafficking and make burglaries, robberies and muggings by addicts unnecessary.

"The 99% of us who are drug free are the victims of our own narcotic laws," the judge said at a Barristers Club luncheon."
ST. AUGUSTINE'S PENIS

Adapted from Dan Thrapp's review of the talk by Dr. Rosemary Radford Ruether at the International Congress of Religions, Los Angeles. She is on the faculty of Harvard University School of Divinity.

Dr. Radford, in an extended lecture on "St. Augustine's Penis", traced the origin and development of the subordinate role of women in the Roman Catholic Church's view of humanity, and the need to revamp this view if woman was to assume her rightful role as a person.

The Genesis account of creation seems to imply androgyny or bisexuality in origin, but early Catholic priests chose to ignore this and see woman as a subsidiary being for sexual, that is, procreative purposes, she said.

"Augustine defines the male as alone the full image of God, woman, by herself, is not this image, but only when taken together with the male, who is her 'head'," Dr. Ruether said. Patristic Catholic theology saw woman not only in terms of subordination to man, but saw her "carnality in the disorder of sin".

"This double definition of woman... allows the Fathers (priests) to slide somewhat inconsistently from the second to the first, and attribute woman's inferiority first to sin and then to nature."

Thus early Catholic theologians came to see virginity, especially female virginity, as a positive virtue. This caused them some difficulty, since they had the word of Genesis that God saw his bisexual creation as "good". Father Augustine could not therefore make the Creation non-sexual, so he made it non-sensual instead.

"This view leads to Augustine's belief that in Paradise, man would have 'used' woman in a completely unfeeling way. Specifically, the male would have been innocent of that 'hideous' erection of his sexual organ, and that rush of sensual feeling that 'defies rational control of his response to the visual image of woman.' He would have "sowed his seed" dispassionately, like a farmer sowing a field.

Since procreation is the only purpose for existence of a female as distinct from a male body, "in Father Augustine's view, rightly ordered sex is properly such as to be depersonalized, unfeeling and totally instrumental," Dr. Ruether said. "It relates to the female solely as... a baby-making machine." When man succumbs to the "body"
however, "and finds his sexual organ responding with an irrational will of its own, to the female bodily presence," the sole purpose becomes sensual pleasure and that is where sin comes in.

"Thus, in a sinful relation, woman is likewise totally depersonlized, but now in a masturbatory rather than an instrumental way. At no time, for Augustine, does bodily relation appear as a vehicle for personal relationship. But if the male erection was the essence of sin, woman, as its source, became peculiarly the cause, object and extension of it. This results in an essentially depersonlized view of the relation to woman."

Neither as a carnal extension of the male body, nor as its rightful extension "does she appear as a true 'other' or 'thou' to which the male relates as a person". Thus the Catholic Fathers saw women in one of three ways, "as whore, as wife or as virgin" the speaker said. All three visions were tinged with unreality.

Thus the frequent claim that (Roman Catholic) Christianity elevated the position of woman must be denied. It actually lowered the position woman had in Roman society, elevating her only in her "unnatural" role as virgin.

"Perhaps the task of (Roman Catholic) Christians today, as they take stock of this tradition and its defects, is not merely to vilify its inhumanity, but rather to cherish the hard-won fruits of transcendence in spiritual personhood, won at such a terrible price of the natural affections of men and the natural humanity of women," Dr. Ruether said.

Other women theologians at the Congress called for the "castration of sexist religion". Dr. Mary Daly, noted Catholic theologian of Boston College, told a seminar that women are at war with religious teachings that make of them either a sex image or a second-class human being. She said that historic "sexist" religions had led to patriarchal institutions whose teachings had amounted to a "gang rape of our minds". The heavily attended women's session was shunted into a tiny room in a distant part of the Century Plaza hotel. "This seems to be part of our problem," commented Dr. Margaret Earley of Alverno College, Milwaukee, who presided.

* * *

"The male and femaleness is a problem that your Christian Bible tried to do something about but made a very sad mess of, by telling the people -- instead of the truth -- something that is less than a fairy story. Belittling first the female, placing her in a very embarrassing position, what would prove embarrassing and belittling, and degrading to her for many centuries to come."

The Chinese sage, Lao Tse, through Mark Probert, Sept. 23, 1954, quoted from BSRF #541005. The 12-page printed transcript and five-inch reel tape, Monaural, 3 3/4 speed. .......... $5.50
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INSPIRED BY THE DARK FORCES

CQC On the Rise and Fall of Hitler's Third Reich
Part XIII

Yes, in our attempts to pierce the Veil and identify the occult forces guiding Adolf Hitler and his Third Reich we find that the trail leads to the Orient and more specifically to Tibetan Buddhism. This is not the true Buddhism of the White Lodge, but the false Buddhism of the Black Lodge. The undiscriminating are not even aware of the difference! And so they become devil worshippers.

According to that revealing book, Oahspe, the name of the elemental god worshipped by the misguided Tibetan Buddhists is Kabalactes. This remote nation at the top of the world was so crystallized, corrupt and backward, so thoroughly hypnotized and under the control of the Lama priesthood, that there was nothing for the Ever-Present Creator to do but to destroy it, from outside; and the Chinese Communists were the agents of this aspect of God-the-Destroyer, starting in 1950.

35 years earlier the Russian people showed much more initiative than the Tibetans. Of their own free will the Russian people destroyed the corrupt priesthood which had been holding them in slavery for hundreds of years. Russian Orthodoxy was the eastern branch of the Roman Catholic Church; so it seems likely that the elemental nature god behind the Russian priesthood -- and worshipped as the Christ -- was the false Christ, Looeamong.

We can thank the writers of Oahspe for giving us the names of the two principle pagan Forces, Kabalactes and Looeamong, behind the Berlin-Rome-Tokyo axis of World War II. Lords of Materiality the Master D.K. calls them, as opposed to the Lords of Spirituality, the Occult Hierarchy of this planet.

This devil, Kabalactes, had a most capable and clever agent in the flesh in Tibet of the Middle Ages. He was T. Lobsang Gyatso, the Fifth Dalai Lama. This God-King of the 1650s, this Tibetan Pope, had more nerve than any of his western counterparts in Rome. Gyatso actually had himself recognized and accepted as the reincarnation of the Tibetan "Christ", Chenrezigs! Thus the false Buddha of the Tibetans laid the groundwork for what he hoped would be the conversion of the world to his soul-destroying doctrines. Lucifer, move over, you've got competition!

The particular magick which Kabalactes chose to demoralize the
Lamas and draw them knowingly or unknowingly onto the Left Hand Path was the art of Tulku. Literally, this means creating a form by magick, a thought-form, for a specific purpose. The intention of the abbots or heads of the monasteries in Tibet was to maintain their power, prestige and riches undiminished through a series of lives. The only way this can be done is to create an immortal vehicle of consciousness. This is used to carry self-conscious awareness, without a break, from the old, worn out carcass, through the Bardo heaven-world of the Tibetans, and into a new baby body by normal birth to Tibetan parents.

The practice was started 300 years ago by the Fifth Dalai Lama. By the time Madame Alexandra David-Neel arrived in Tibet for her extended studies of occult science there -- this was several years before World War I -- she found that there were hundreds of Tulku Lamas. Every monastery of any consequence had several, in addition to the abbot head.

Alexandra herself witnessed the installation of one reincarnated Tulku, a seven-year old boy. This was at the Kum Bum monastery in eastern Tibet where she studied for three years. Normally the search for the Incarnation is begun about two years after the death of the aged lama. His banking and other business ventures are carried on by a steward -- who isn't always in a hurry to give up the reins of power.

IT TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE

Nicholas Roerich found he had a Tulku in his caravan while crossing Takla Makan in 1926. We quote from "Altai Himalaya", page 208: 
"Our Ladaki, Ramsana, adorned himself to such an extent that he even pinned to his chest two buckles from a garter. But the greatest desire of Ramsana is to carry a gun and ride a good horse. He is 18 years old and a useful man can be made of him. His father is a Moslem and his mother a Buddhist. By some kind of marks the lamas recognized in him the reincarnated dead abbot of the monastery, but his father, a confirmed Moslem, interfered with his monastic career."

Ramsana was lucky, or wise, in the choice of parents which enabled him to break out of the vicious circle of Tantric Buddhist magick. The practice of Tulku can only stifle soul-growth, as it stifled the growth of Tibet, emphasizing material goals and values and nothing else. Tulku was a reversal of the old spiritual principle of the qualified disciple succeeding his Master; so this practice guaranteed the deterioration of the monastic system.

Alexandra found that most of the Tulku Lamas had no spiritual qualities at all! They felt no inclination for the role but coasted along as figure-heads, receiving homage from the devout religious slaves of their "parish", and piling up wealth to satisfy their own greed. She discovered that the true spiritual teachers in Tibet were quite outside the monastic system, passing on their power from guru to chela. Read her "Magic and Mystery In Tibet" for more details.
In the Introduction to his "History of Magic" Eliphas Levi gives us a symbol for the inversion of Divine force into Demonic force, a necessary part of evolution on this planet at least. And in our estimation the false Buddha, Kabalactes, and the false Christ, Looeamong, personify this inversion or perversion.

Of course they have their agents in the flesh and Adolf Hitler would be a prime example. Another would be Mani Rimpochte, the Exalted Jewel, ruler of Agharta, the underground capital of Tibet; no doubt he was a Tulku with many lives of unbroken self-conscious awareness behind him.

But the Abbot of Agharta probably practiced a more advanced kind of Tulku, conscious transference to a teenage body, thus avoiding going through the diaper stage. In this way he could assure that his orders for preparation of Germany for The Day, Der Tag, would be carried through. They must have spanned several generations.

Mani Rimpochte was probably one of the controlling and guiding spirits of Adolf Hitler's birth at Braunau-am-Inn, Austria, April 20, 1889. The Black Masters are as careful in supervising the births of disciples from their Lodges as are the Mahatmas of the Himalayas in watching over the births of theirs. That last degree of Aries offers interesting symbolism from Sepharial's translation of "La Volasfera" or "Degrees of the Zodiac Symbolized":

"30° Aries - A horseman, armed as if for battle, is watching the waning moon. It denotes a person of an independent and domineering nature, who will be forsaken by his friends and colleagues on that account, and whose fortunes will be severely hurt by a female. Serving himself alone he will not receive assistance. It is a degree of Isolation."

The severely hurt part of the Symbol was the girl from whom he contracted syphilis at an early age. This made Hitler impotent for all of his adult life, a kind of enforced chastity which made all of his generative energies available for black magick. (To be continued)
"NEVADA TO ALLOW ACUPUNCTURE"

"Carson City, Nev. (AP) April 21, 1973 - Gov. Mike O'Callaghan signed into law Friday a measure making Nevada the first state to allow acupuncture to be practiced without supervision of licensed U.S. Physicians. The bill allowing the ancient Chinese healing art involving the use of thin, sharp needles had run into opposition from Nevada medical groups. But demonstrations of the technique on more than 400 persons here apparently convinced lawmakers there was merit in the practice."

Hurrah for Nevada, its legislators and its governor, and their courage in standing up to the American Medical Association! But let's be realistic about this. Tourism is Nevada's number one industry. Here is a new lure which could well out-top gambling and quick divorces. Mebbe Gov. O'Callaghan and some of his legislators visited Tijuana and Ensenada across the Mexican border here. If they witnessed the steady flow of Yankees and Yankee dollars into the Mexican clinics, they could only be envious of this multi-million dollar a year business. It dispenses drugs and treatment long outlawed by the AMA because of their effectiveness, and comparative cheapness. In Acupuncture Nevada now has a time-honored and time-proven medical practice which should divert some of that border traffic into their state.

FOUND, AN "OAHSPE" ENTHUSIAST!

"Have just read your 'Flying Saucer Mystery and Its Solution' by Meade Layne and was glad to see quoted the appropriate chapters and verses from Oahspe, the Kosmon bible, applicable to the UFO phenomenon. In my talks to our group 'The Heralds of the New Age' here in Auckland, I had several times quoted from Oahspe and upon reading it the first time, felt it particularly applicable to present day happenings. Am at present reading 'Darkness, Dawn & Destiny' by A. Cahill, which analyses this Kosmon bible and presents the interpretations in a more understandable form for those who are not students of the Ageless Wisdom.

"Regarding the Dero Queero business a thought became uppermost: Could perhaps the release of much radiation from the underground atomic tests be making it easier for the Deros to reach the upper strata of our world and contributing to the opening of the lower planes to the 4th Dimension, thus bringing to light many of the strange creatures and animals being encountered world-wide?

"There is a very interesting book 'Uninvited Visitors' by Ivan T. Sanderson which gives details of scientific discoveries of life which feeds on this radiation. One case refers to the water which jackets atomic reactors. Science believed that because of the very high tem-
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temperatures this reaches, nothing could live in it. They were astounded to find cell life teeming in this terrific heat. This brings to mind a message received by a family of very dedicated spiritual healers here in New Zealand. They were told by their Helpers that there is a disease affecting people all over the world. It was explained as a "bug" (not a virus as doctors think) which attacks the respiratory organs. It feeds on the radiation in the upper atmosphere. It descends and attacks people. In doing so it dies but leaves within the human system the seeds which germinate and continue to attack. Anti-biotics will not cure it, nor anything else we know of. The only way to overcome it is to build up your own bodily resistance and mental resistance. I have been fighting it for four months and am only just beginning to get it under control."

Atomic radiation and fallout are and have been a part of planetary life since the first test at Alamogordo in 1945. We can only assume that this new energy -- largely destructive to us at the present time -- is part of the Ever-Present Creator's plan for forcing destruction of outworn Piscean Age bodies and institutions, from inside out! We are under a constant rain from this stuff, the result of the atmospheric tests of the early 1950s; but the destructive effects of it should be even more profound on the Lower Astral entities, human and non-human, who infest the Astral hells and purgatories; as the radiant energies slowly but surely destroy their forms. Their dread of this un-named horror must be indescribable.

On the positive side, the discovery of teeming life in the water of the reactor cooling jackets proves that the Creator can establish life and life-forms adapted to any conditions! To your Director this is reassurance that our Aquarian Age bodies will not only thrive in a radio-active environment, but that we will absorb and release far more radiant energy in constructive work and play than is possible now with these clumsy, limited Piscean Age forms.

**RADIATION REMEDIES**

The problems of radiation sickness have already been taken on and solved by Radionists. Turning to the Atlas of radionics rates in our brochure, "Radionics, the New Age Science of Healing", I see a diagnostic rate, Bombs, A & Hydrogen, 476-52-Y-86. There is also a rate for Strontium 90, 478-6-R-88 -- with treatment rates of 85 and 83, respectively. We know of an Associate who went to a Radionist for diagnosis of a run-down, tired condition. Absorption of Strontium 90 in the bone marrow was diagnosed as the cause, but this Radionist said he had no cure for the condition. Then the Associate met a Michigan Naturopath who insisted that Strontium 90 radiation could be neutralized by daily doses of freshly ground Millet and/or Buckwheat, taken for a few weeks, chewed and swallowed raw, as part of the diet. So the Associate bought himself one of these little mills available at health food stores, also the two whole grains, and proceeded to dose himself back to health. Apparently the radiant energies, positive Sun...
forces bound up in the heart of the grains, are released into the system to neutralize the Strontium 90 radiation. The grains must be freshly ground, of course.

JOHN BROWN AND HIS B-CELL

This was the noble goal which inspired pharmacist John Brown to develop his famous B-Cell, a radiation-neutralizing agent which could work from within the body itself. The B-Cell precipitates minute or microscopical crystals. These act as centers of radiating energies with positive, healthful vibrations. These are especially active when the B-Cell or D-Cell catalyst is placed in water. See our brochure, BSRF No. 19, "I Discover The Immortal Cell", by John Brown. $1.50.

THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE

"This particular study has engaged my attention for a long time (continuing the New Zealand Associate's letter) and the thought arose could this be one of the permanent places on earth where there is an entry into the 4th Dimension. Reading in 'Comte de Gabalis' by Abbe N. de Montfaucon de Villars I came across a remarkable description which seemed to parallel that given in the last radio message from the U.S. Navy pilots before they and their planes disappeared in the triangle area in 1945, especially where they said 'the sea appeared to boil and everything looked different' -- the Villars book briefly states that a ship on its way to India sailed into an area in mid-ocean where ahead appeared what looked like a line of breakers on a low beach, then what resembled flashes of light were seen (not brilliant). The flashes following quickly one after the other and all the while the sea appeared to boil and become violently agitated with enormous waves which it was thought would engulf the boat -- yet in actuality the ship was perfectly still though the people aboard were expecting it to lurch and roll every minute. They became dizzy watching this effect which lasted 20 minutes. The boat then sailed out of it into a clear, cloudless night, when everything appeared perfectly normal again. The ship went into the same conditions a bit further along but this time they only lasted 15 minutes.

"Finally, there was shown on TV here in Auckland a programme entitled 'World In Action' and it showed pictures of the heroin smuggling from Vietnam, with your American C.I.A. planes bringing in troops and taking out the drug. It was all so open and descriptive that I thought 'surely this cannot be an American film!', but it was, and remarks were made that it had only recently come to notice that the C.I.A planes were being used for this purpose. Once before I wrote you of a film along these lines, also shown on our New Zealand T.V., but it was an English production and showed the heads of the drug ring. Do you know if this American film has been shown in your country?"

Mrs. P.D.D., Auckland, NZ

No, we dont know that any film of the Central Intelligence Agency
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drug production and shipments out of Vietnam has been shown here in the United States. It would be too much of an embarrassment to the present Administration, and would bring harassment to the TV network bold enough to do it. However, the following news item from a May issue of the Los Angeles "Times" should be of interest.

"POLITICS OF HEROIN" TO BE FILMED

By Charles Champlin, Times Entertainment Editor: "'The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia', a controversial new book charging U.S. complicity -- through the CIA -- in the drug trade, has been acquired as the basis for a new film by Richard Brooks for Columbia Pictures. The book, written by a young Yale scholar named Alfred W. McCoy and two associates, Cathleen B. Read and Leonard P. Adams II, first came to public notice last year when it became known that the CIA tried to dissuade Harper & Row from publishing it and then demanded the opportunity to read and review the text in galley form.

"Despite a long rejoinder from the CIA, Harper & Row published the book in September essentially as written. McCoy's central thesis is that the U.S. government, inheriting the vacuum left by the departing French in Southeast Asia, also reluctantly inherited the politics of poppy-growing in the Golden Triangle of Laos, Thailand and Burma, where 70% of the world supply of illicit heroin is produced. The revenues enrich local economies and greatly enrich very high officials of Asian governments supported by the United States in its attempts to combat the spread of communism. (The revenues also enrich the CIA with millions of dollars for its clandestine operations, for which it need give no accounting to the General Accounting Office in Washington! RHC)

"McCoy's book is a meticulously documented look at the heroin trade worldwide, written in newsmagazine rather than pedantic style and containing a few scenes which could make even the 'French Connection' seem like a pale footnote. . . Brooks, fascinated by these goings-on and by the whole curious (what's wrong with sinister?) confrontation of American idealism and pragmatism with a notably sordid political reality, will call his movie 'Flowers of Evil' and plans to shoot entirely on location. Second unit work on the planting of poppies will begin in a few weeks' time.

"'I read an excerpt from the book in Harper's and clipped it out,' Brooks says. 'I read the book and was even more interested, but I couldn't believe that any studio would date to tackle material that tough. But Columbia was interested, too. I said, 'I want to tell the truth' and Stanley Schneider said, 'Tell it.'.

"McCoy's book also suggests that American solicitation of Mafia support during the invasion of Sicily during World War II, at a time when the organization had been under severe harassment by the Mussolini government, gave the Mafia a power base from which it was able to enter the drug trade on a major scale in the postwar period. McCoy, 27, will serve as technical adviser to Brooks on his production. "It won't be a documentary!' says Brooks. . ."
GASOLINE FROM WATER, HURRAH!

"Please find enclosed a check for $7 to cover my membership in BSRF for one year. Perhaps you could help me. Do you know of anyone who can make gasoline out of water, that is willing to reveal it to others, how to do it? In the May 20, 1973 issue of the "National Tattler" newspaper there was an article about a man named Guido Franch of Villa Park (near Chicago), who knows how to make gasoline out of water. He has known how to do this for 47 years, but he will not reveal the secret to anyone. He's a very distrustful and eccentric man. He demands $Billions to reveal the formula of how to make the greenish powder that transforms water into high quality gasoline. All it takes is about one teaspoon of powder per gallon of water. It doesn't pollute the air like regular gas does, too. The newsman who investigated this and wrote the article actually tried the fuel in his car, and it works!

"The article goes on to state that a mysterious Mr. Kraft back in 1925 shows Franch how to make this powder when he, Franch, was 15 years old. Mr. Franch worked in the coal mines at the time. This magick greenish powder is made from coal. This same Mr. Kraft showed others how to make it according to the article. One of these persons was John Andrews, back in 1917. He disappeared the following day after he demonstrated it to the U.S. government, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard. So if you know of anyone, or could find out any more about this powder, I would greatly appreciate it. It would help clear up our polluted air we live in."

B.F., Valencia, California

I have no desire to be another John Andrews, Buddy; I've had enough of that in previous lives! If you want to be a martyr to the Detroit-Texas-Washington axis, follow up the "Tattler" lead yourself!

"GASOLINE" FROM THE ATMOSPHERE

An Associate writes of childhood memories of a neighborhood inventor who picked up Tesla's ideas of broadcast energy and developed his own equipment for powering home appliances by wireless. He perfected it to the point where he could re-radiate enough energy from the atmosphere to move a small auto with an electric motor in it. A broadcast unit was mounted on the roof of his house and he drove the car freely around the neighborhood. The big automakers were contacted and Henry Ford chose to carry the ball for the Detroit-Texas-Washington axis. For all his claims of concern for the "common people" old Henry proved true to his class. The inventor was bought off, the invention quietly shelved, and conventionally powered new Fords were seen in the inventor's driveway from then on.

Another Associate has vivid memories of a conventional car of the early 1920s, but the internal combustion engine had a radical type carburetor added which allowed the engine to run well on burning air, once it was started on gasoline and got warmed up! Control was a problem and the first two experimental models blew up. Probably
the inventor's biggest problem was to develop an alloy which could withstand the terrific heat of the burning oxygen without "bleeding" out of shape. This was solved and the third model was driven many, many test miles around the Baldwin Hills area of Los Angeles. A company was formed; stock was stold; and our Associate's father bought hundreds of dollars worth of it.

Naturally the big auto makers were interested but the inventor held out for family control and exploitation. General Motors chose, or was chosen, to carry the ball for the Lords of Materiality this time. The inventor couldn't be tempted but his brother could. A femme fatale was brought in as a secretary. She made a play for the brother and hooked him, got him to spend wildly and overdraw his bank account. Ugly stories were leaked to the press, as usual in such character assassination tactics, and charges were brought against the brother. The family realized it was up against an unbeatable combination of corporate wealth and local judicial power. This is criminal conspiracy of the kind being revealed now in Washington in the Watergate case, at the national level.

A deal was offered. The charges would be dropped if General Motors would be allowed to buy a controlling percentage of the stock in the corporation. The deal was accepted. The charges were dropped. The test car with its radical carburetor was taken away for further "testing" -- it was probably driven off the pier at Santa Monica -- and the newborn company died a quick death -- with the small stockholders left with their worthless stock. The femme fatale disappeared too, moved on to another job no doubt. And another attempt by the Masters of Compassion to forestall the coming air pollution of the 1960s and 70s came to a sad end.

JUST UNDERSTAND THE BASIC PRINCIPLES, THAT'S ALL

"Once you understand the basic principles of the Trinity, the triangle -- namely the pyramid -- all else falls into place. As for John Keely's efforts, they are still available as there is no past nor future, but the Eternal NOW. Through deep meditation it all can be revealed. Meditation just before sleep will reveal all in your dream state.

"Back in 1947-48, up at Lake Isabella, California a man named Harold Adams worked out a motor similar to Keely's and gave demonstrations of it. I arrived there in 1949 and heard about his efforts. He organized a Latent Energy corporation at that time. Later the motor was moved to Inyokern (the Naval Test Station at China Lake) where a couple of Naval scientists tried to 'refine' it. Then in about two years it was taken to Bakersfield. Anderson Carpet Co. was a big sponsor then. From there it moved to Burbank and later still to Phoenix, Arizona, where I lost track of it and never heard any more about it.

"This man, Harold Adams, was one of those so-called screw-ball..."
tinkerers. He always had a bushel full of ideas. I haven't heard of his whereabouts for over ten years. To me, sound (music) will remake and move this world in the future. Also ultra-sonics is an interesting and wide open field. I'd like to get into research along these lines.

T.M., Los Angeles, California

THE LONGITUDINAL AUDIO RANGES

"I am most grateful that you found an article that covers the exploits of John W. Keely in detail. It is most amazing that he should have gone as far as he did in his era. While I do not wholly agree with his frequency data -- it being too log for our present knowledge of frequencies in the molecular range -- it is nevertheless astounding.

"Keely must have been one of those wild talents like Hendershot, reaching beyond their comprehension. It is regrettable that we do not have more data to draw on. Some mathematics wizard could do our energy impoverished society a good turn if he could review and turn their spade work to a useful result. (Yeah, but would he be allowed to live long enough to build useful hardware??)

"I was especially fascinated by Keely's explorations in the audio ranges, which are longitudinal in nature and parallel to the magnetic fields in their relation to the electric field -- which is a transverse vibration. If Keely was able to influence the etheric forces by harmonics he certainly was on to a method that could result in some spectacular power sources we haven't touched in our scientific progress to date. It has been only recently that we have made some progress toward transducers capable of frequencies about the 1,000 megacycle range. How could we hope to explore Keely's areas of ultra-sonics without these means of converting to our electronic systems in use at the present time. I think Keely's work may well experience a revival in the near future.

"It certainly strikes me as far more practical to alternate sonic fields than to rotate an armature at a greatly reduced velocity to generate A.C. power. Of course if rotating the sonics out weighed the product there would be no gain. Just a thought."

J.H.C., Chula Vista, California

REBUILDING THE SHRINE OF MAN'S LIVING

"The remainder of this century must be dedicated to... the re-organising of the structures of world thought, world politics, plus the redistribution of the world's resources in conformity to divine purpose," says the Master D.K. in Alice Bailey's "The Destiny of Nations."

"Be of good cheer, for there is no true defeat of the human spirit; there is no final extinction of the divine in man, for divinity ever rises triumphant from the darkest pit of hell. There is need, however, to overcome the inertia of the material nature in response to human need,
individually and by the nations not engrossed with the essentials of the situation. This shows signs of happening. There is no power on Earth which can prevent the advance of man towards his destined goal and no combination of powers can hold him back. Today that Combination is active -- a combination of ancient evil (the false Christ, Looeamong, was the false Osiris of the evil priesthood of ancient Egypt) and modern aggressive selfishness, released through a group of unscrupulous and ambitious men in every country. They will not finally succeed. They may delay and hinder the emergence of freedom. The charge against them under the Lords of Destiny is mounting up, but Divinity will triumph.

"The two great groups of divine agents -- the Great White Brotherhood and the Lodge of Materialistic Forces -- are both of them seeking to divert these (Divine) energies into channels which will further the ends for which they work and for which they are formed to exist. . . The lines of demarcation remain ever entirely clear as fas as the workers in these two groups are concerned, but are not so clear where ordinary human beings and the world disciples and initiates are concerned.

"There is much chaos on the plane of desire, and the world Arjuna is today sitting in bewilderment between the two opposing forces or camps, recognising his relationship both to form and to soul and wondering at the same time where his duty lies. His point in evolution determines his problem. . . "

The unawakened person, guided almost entirely by his material desires and fears, will fall for the propaganda of the Lords of Materiality, who preach Law and Order on the one hand and pick the person's pocket with the other! Eventually the wickedness of these black-hearted Spirits, and their representatives in the flesh, becomes known and the hypnotized masses wake up for awhile. This is happening today in America as a great part of the public watches the televised hearings of the Senate Select Committee on the Watergate conspiracy. Thus Television is serving one of the constructive purposes for which it was created.

HEALING CIRCLE IN OREGON

"As to the item in the March-April Journal, from the Oregon Associate asking for a 'spirit healer working through a medium similar to the Lang-Chapman team in Aylesbury, England?' In Brazil 1½ years ago I met Don and Shirley Shultz. They had a healing circle and an entity claiming to be an English MD -- call him Joseph -- started working through Shirley. She goes into one of the deepest trances I or a hypno-technician friend I had with me ever saw. Last year, when I had a small group of British and American scientists on a study trip into Brazil, we observed the Shultz healing further and even planned and carried thru a 3 hour discussion with Joseph. Now the Shultz family have closed out their business activities and moved back to Oregon where they were born and have set up a spiritual healing clinic. Have your subscriber get in touch with Mr. Donald Shultz, 1904 East N Ave., LaGrande, Oregon 97850."

J.W.M, Ft. Myers, Florida
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LE FOU
THE TAROT TRUMPS - THE FOOL - 0 or 22

Here we are, you and I, at the mid-point in our human evolution, with nowhere to go but up! Battered by this and hundreds of other incarnations in the flesh, on Earth and perhaps on other planets. Peering out from under our bandaged and bleeding forehead, our eyes are on distant horizons.

Behind us, snapping at our ankles and yapping at our heels are our abandoned responsibilities demanding attention. Before us, a deep, dark lake with water of unknown depth. From them the gaping jaws of a crocodile remind us of the elemental forces of Nature, threatening to devour or destroy us at every turn. Along the shore, the fallen timber represents our worldly goals and ambitions, like the Tower of Babel, fallen to ruin because of limited, selfish vision. In the bag strung over our shoulder is our troubles and worries. These we'll never give up. Not until the very last! Still we trudge on because we must, with perfection our destination.

We prefer a California Tarot deck, naturally, painted and printed in Los Angeles in 1929, by 33rd° Mason Augustus Knapp. His occult paintings and drawings illustrated many of the writings of Manly Hall in those days. The important colors -- if you wish to color this card for meditation -- are a bright red jacket with gold piping, dark green trousers; the dog, fallen timber and hair are brown, and staff. The bag of troubles (or spiritual powers if the Card represents the Divine Fool) is golden orange. Distant mountains are dark green, with dark blue-green sky full of vague, dull gray clouds. Lake and crocodile are a lighter blue-green.

1600 years ago the Neo-Platonic philosopher, Iamblichus, used the Tarot trumps in his occult studies and teachings. In "An Egyptian Initiation" he wrote of The Fool: "Remember, then, son of earth, that all things physical pass away; and that before the soul can pass to higher realms every debt to nature must be paid to the utmost farthing. If Arcanum 0 or 22 should appear in the prophetic signs of thy horoscope, imprudence threatens to encompass thy ruin, and thou wilt be called upon to pay for thy folly unless thou immediately change thy ways."

In his extensive Tarot lessons, Californian C.C. Zain calls The Fool "The Materialist - Arcanum XXII or O. Letter: Egyptian, Thoth; Hebrew, Tau; English T. Number, 22. Astrologically, the planet Pluto. Color-ultra-violet and infra-red. Tone, harmony. Or, the color may be black and the tone inharmony. In science it is either materialism or spirituality. Natural remedy, stellar healing. Human function, soul-mate system. Mineral, the soil of earth, or uranium.

In Divination, Arcanum XXII means Failure, Folly and Mistake (or Spirituality)"

As far as we know now, the Knapp Tarot deck is not in print nor publicly available except as a rare, second-hand item.
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THE HEPATITIS DID RESPOND

"Enclosed is a small check for your personal expenses ($30.00)
The Eeman Screens are a great invention. I do not think that my wife
could have recovered without them! And I myself, you have no idea
of their good effect on me when I am down with my diabetes. I use
the Screens almost every day, with magnet and carbon. God bless you
for spending your time writing about them and helping people. I am
very sure you will be rewarded for all your great efforts. I wish
we lived closer to you. I think I am with you in spirit. May the
DIVINE THOUGHT inspire you more for the benefit of mankind."

J.F., Kansas City, Mo.

Let us remember that the Eeman Screens, the Multi-Wave Oscil­
lator, Magnetic Vitality -- with carbon rod and magnet, effect the
whole system, helping to bring God-The-Creator and God-The-Destroyer
into balance within you. The balanced organism is a healthy organism,
curing itself with Kabalistic or Yoga principles.

THE NATURAL CANCER CURE

"So long as people continue to eat garbage and not exercise AND
spend their lives accruing more money than they will ever use, cancer
will continue to grow unabated. Ann Wigmore’s wheat grass therapy
is a winner. It works. I have often chided Dr. Ann on her Wild God
theory, but her wheat-grass-chlorophyll and nutritional advice are
‘inspired’. One of the best natural sources of nitrilosides (Laetrile)
is millet. Whenever we sprout a seed, its value increases manyfold.
By sprouting millet and eating raw, when about an inch long, we can
increase our uncontaminated intake of nitrilosides greatly. The brown
skins of almonds are also an excellent source. Edgar Cayce recommended
three non-blanced almonds a day to prevent cancer. Shall we add sprouted
millet, wheat grass juice and sesame, chia and sunflower seeds?
Incidentally, millet is also one of the best sources of nucleic acids
so necessary for vital cell production. Yeast and onions share the
limelight as best sources for nucleic acids which also prevent cancer
and keep one youthful."

Dr. Earl Conroy, PO Box 343,
Kataia, New Zealand

THE CANCER CONTROL SOCIETY

Is presenting their Annual Cancer Prevention Convention at the
Ambassador Hotel, July 13, 14, 15 1973, In Los Angeles. Address of the
Society is 2043 No. Berenda, Los Angeles, California 90027. Write to
them for details and literature.

THE HIGHER SELF AT WORK

"The 'Shaking Out The Junk' item in CQC of the Sept. 1972 Journal
was of great interest to me. I have never tried the Eeman Screens, but
I have had the shaking experience at least once a year for the past few
I seem to have the experience two or three times a night and about twice in a month's time. I don't remember any sensation of heat, though I do have a difficult time breathing. I am usually not fully conscious, and after a while I get annoyed, make a banishing pentagram over my bed -- which stops whatever it was -- and go back to sleep. Then I remember when I wake up. I have never tried Scientology, although I did try one of the offshoots of Dianetics, Human Engineering, of Alabama, and some psychoanalysis in 1958-59. Moving from one position doesn't stop the vibrations or shaking. If I tense up the vibrations increase; so I try to regulate the maximum I can take at one time. I don't know why, but that is just the mood that I am in when it strikes."

D.K., Los Angeles

RITUAL SPINNING, A DIFFERENT KIND OF 'SHAKE OUT'

"I am a New Zealander, born in the Southern Hemisphere. I have been doing the Five Rites of Rejuvenation from your book by Peter Kelder. Do you think the first Rite of turning fast from Left to Right should be done from Right to Left by me? Reason, I get really sick and yet all my friends feel refreshed when they spin Left to Right. You know, even whirlpools swirl right to left in New Zealand, and left to right here in the Northern Hemisphere. Can you advise?"

R.T.H., Kingsport, Tenn.

By all means, try spinning Right to Left if you want to! Find what is best for you. This is borderland research. But I would suggest that the balanced Seeker or Neophyte should be able to spin in either direction without discomfort, with practice. Your point may be invalidated by the fact that plenty of beginners, born here in the Northern Hemisphere, get dizzy and feel ill when spinning Left to Right. Students of ritual magick in the Southern Hemisphere labor under the disadvantage that all ritual was developed in the Northern Hemisphere, where clockwise turning is considered right and positive -- as in the Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, for instance -- and counter-clockwise turning is considered left or "wrong" and negative. But seeing that natural movements in the Southern Hemisphere are the reverse of their Northern counterparts -- whirlpools and climbing vines -- should ritual movements be reversed also?

"I used to do the rotating movements or exercises you give in your rejuvenation brochure but stopped doing it after giving it some thought. I don't know if I'm right; however, an individual whirling simulates the earth rotating on its axis. This rotation designates TIME; therefore an individual whirling would also designate time and doing it rapidly would speed up time or cause more rapid aging! Does this make sense to you?"

M.G.S., New York City

No, it doesn't, because the Rites have slowed down the aging process in me. If that is your belief by all means abide by it, but it
is my belief that the Five Rites are designed to release the forces of the Higher Self or soul into the personality. The soul is immortal and not affected by the rotation of the earth.

A HAUNTED ASSOCIATE

"I had dreams of snakes for a long time. I only saw the middle part and could not get the 'head nor tail' of it. Hidden from me was who did it and why. At its largest I had terrific negative thinking to cope with in the day time and negative, destructive dreams at night. This year I finally saw the tail of the snake. It had been diminishing in size. The protective rites of RETRO ME were not the answer. It seemed like trying to divide me from me! (A demon circuit at work in the subconscious, trying to prevent its own destruction. RhC.)

"Of help toward enlightenment was Gopi Krishna's 'Biological Bais of Religion and Science'. His theory is that psychic abilities develop only when Kundalini arises, and the symbol of Kundalini is a rising snake! I wonder if Associate L.J.W. in New York (CQC "Urgent Information To Protect a Mind") let the snake in or out? Intense longing can exteriorize the energy of a lower chakra.

"The end of the snake came when I learned the truth. That a person had, unasked by me, tried to raise my kundalini! -- And gotten herself in! At this time the black snake turned to Light and was no more. I guess one always has some problems, however. My present one is of dreams of an OLD woman who astrally 'flights' over and 'spins a web' over me. I am so tired of her and by her. Maybe now RETRO ME will help. It is a different situation."

G.W., Kalamazoo, Mich.

WASHINGTON UFO SIGHTING

"Enclosed is $6.50 for membership renewal. I'm just getting around to write of my remarkable UFO sighting of April 17, 1971. About 5:30 p.m. in a cloudy sky. South of the setting sun was a tremendous object of some kind. The intensity of the colors and the brilliance at the center held me spellbound. The side closest to the sun was blood red. The opposite was light blue shading to yellow. I was not able to look directly at it for more than a second, having to close my eyes because of the brilliance. The red color deepened and white rays flashed out from that side of the UFO. Then rays came from the other side or end. My view of this spectacle lasted for half an hour. The object disappeared from view completely and quickly. Mt. Rainier lies due west of here in a straight line. This is an area in which many others have reported spacecraft of some kind. I am wondering to this day if that is what it was. Since then the University of Washington has erected a very large observatory on top of the highest ridge in that direction."

Ms. A.S., Ellensburg, Washington
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A NEW SAUCER-ZINE ON THE SCENE

But Joan Whritenour O'Connell's "Spectrum" is more than that. It's a borderland publication, probing Fortean and Psychic phenomena as well as Flying Saucers. When she published "Saucer Scoop" from Florida in the 60s she tried the orthodox science approach but found that UFOs led her into the elusive Fourth Dimension! Instead of being scared off, Joan enlarged her horizons to include the study of all 4-D forces and their 3-D manifestations. So now, "Spectrum", the quarterly journal of PSI Associates, with editorial offices at 109 South Drive, Copperas Cove, Texas 76522. Membership dues of $4.00 a year should be sent to the Director of PSI, Ramona Clark, P.O. Box 50605, Jacksonville Beach, Florida 32250.

THE FIFTH DIMENSION

The one thing that will save the planet and mankind on it is the conscious linking up of men and women of goodwill the world over. Those of us who feel we are ready to graduate from this present grade must do this. We must join with those who are looking forward to taking the work of the next grade. This will create a harmonizing Fifth Kingdom, of world-wide discipleship, a new group of world servers "transmitting spiritual energy throughout all areas of human thought and action in strengthening world unity and right human relationships. Men and women of good will link up in thought every day at five o'clock with this world group of servers, using the following dedication, silently and with focussed attention:

"May the Power of the one Life pour through the group of all true servers.

May the Love of the one Soul characterise the lives of all who seek to aid the Great Ones.

May I fulfil my part in the one Work through self-forgetfulness, harmlessness and right speech."

"THE FESTIVAL OF HUMANITY"

Typical of the growth of world discipleship is the work of the Intergroup Committee in Los Angeles, and their "Festival of Humanity", June 15, 1973 at the Los Angeles Convention Center, "a festival of deep invocation and appeal, of a basic aspiration towards fellowship and of spiritual and human unity". We note that a member of our Morongo Valley Kabala class is on the program, Isabella Uhrig. The subject of her talk, "The Missing Link", reminds us of the link missing in too many human relationships, love. That’s a cosmic cement which comes with the highest recommendation!

"CLOSED CLASS WITH THE YADA"

Our newest publication is a printed transcript of the beginning and first class of an Inner Circle Study Group in San Diego, California
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in 1967. This is an unparalleled opportunity to start with a Closed Group under a Master Teacher and follow through with the basics required of all who would master life and themselves. This series of classes was the crowning effort of Mark Probert's 24 years of service as a channel for the Inner Circle. There were about 20 classes in all. Each ran about two hours. We have them on tape and can dub copies for you. Two hour Cassette - $5.50. Seven inch reel, 3 3/4 speed Monaural - $10.00. The printed text for the first two classes is 68 pages, illustrated with pictures of the Yada and Mark Probert. This costs only $2.00. Use the printed text for study and listen to the tapes to get the warmth and flow of communication between guru and chelas, between teacher and pupils.

TULKU, A TIBETAN INITIATION or Self-Conscious Reincarnation Through A Series Of Lives. The only way to get out of the world alive is to build an immortal Body of Light, a Solar Body. It is true the Tibetan Lamas perverted this wonderful magick to selfish ends, and the story of how it is done makes fascinating and instructive reading for any student of the occult. This 50-page, illustrated brochure is being prepared for printing now, $2.00. The tape of this Kabala lecture is available now, 5 inch reel or Cassette, $5.50.

I DISCOVER THE IMMORTAL B-CELL by John Brown. . . . . . . . . . . . $1.50

EEMAN SCREENS, Self-Circulating Vitality, illustrated . . . . $1.50

RETRO ME, Rituals for Psychic Self-Defense, illustrated . . . . . 50c

VITIC or MAGNETIC VITALITY, through Magnet and Carbon Rod . . $1.50

* * *
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